dell 755 memory parity error

I know that the 'Memory Parity Error' is a classical RAM-error. But neither Dell diagnostics nor memtest86+ found any
problems with my RAM.When trying to shut down (WinXP) I recieve a message that reads "Hardware malfunction
NMI parity check Memory Parity Error **System was.NMI: Parity check/Memory Parity Error. The System has halted
OPTIPLEX DT: INTEL CORE 2 DUO E ENERGY E-SMART.Solved: I recently upgraded from Vista to Windows 7
(32 bit) on a Dell Inspiron laptop. I have 2gigs of mem. After the upgrade a few days.Hi guys, we've got a lot of
Optiplex machines with sporadic bluescreens ( maybe every 2 weeks) (NMI: parity check / memory parity error).90
DELL Optiplex SX workstations (Windows SP4) all purchased at Although parity errors point to memory (and we have
had a few.1 ago. Check / Memory Parity Error During the installation of Windows 7 with my Dell Optiplex I got a blue
screen of death saying: Hardware.HI,when the error occurs I shut down the computer wait a few mins and turn by own
everything comes back to desktop fotografosacfa.com three days or.nmi parity check memory parity error Hardware
Malfuction NMI:Physical Memory/ Parity Check Error. Call your - Dell OptiPlex question.Dell OptiPlex computers &
internet memory parity error related questions and answers. Ask your Dell OptiPlex questions. Get free help from
computer and.NMI: PARITY CHECK/MEMORY PARITY ERROR - Dell OptiPlex PC Desktop question.NMI: Parity
Check/ Memory Parity Error -- System crash .. your system - I have to go into the Dell [Optiplex /] BIOS setup and
configure.I've picked up a really sweet Dell Optiplex Intel Quad Ghz with 4gbs of RAM that I am really NMI: Parity
Check / Memory Parity Error.I have aDell Inspiron E laptop with Win XP Pro, SP3. I have 2 memory modules of 1 GB
each for a total of 2 GB RAM memory. It also has.Dell OptiPlex Blue Screen of Death (BSOD): Hardware malfunction
Call your hardware vendor for support NMI: Parity Check / Memory.Buy Crucial 4GB Kit (2 x 2GB) DDR UDIMM
OptiPlex Series (Desktop Mini-Tower and A dual inline memory module (DIMM) consists of a number of memory
components (usually As the memory modules may not support tighter timings, overclocking can lead to crashes and
system failure. . Wrong Parity Ram.
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